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A Rustic Newsletter Inspired by Plants and the Ever Changing Seasons

The Gathering Basket is created by Corinne Boyer, herbal educator. My intention is to bring inspiration and magic to
people by sharing experiences, observations and interests relating to plants. May the education of local plant medicine
bring empowerment, connection and healing to community.

-Touch of the WildBy Corinne

Springtime is a time for cleaning out the old corners and
feeling that place of rebirth within our lives. We process the
energy of creation and gestation from the previous winter,
we cast off the ragged shroud of endless stars, finally filled
with romantic longing and green fire. Here is a fragment
from my recent travels and wanderings- exploring the touch
of the wild on the path of the Mystic.

babies in bloody rags; even beyond silver water, blackthorn
charms and mugwort girdles. So many gifts that she or he
had… And what could they see that others could not? Was
it spirits and ghosts? Yes. Animals and bird shadows? Of
course. Was it the dreams of the people unspoken? Most
certainly. Was it the songs of the wind after dark and the
light on the tree branches at midnight? Always. But a seer
had a tool of wisdom that maybe we don’t think about.
It wasn’t a crystal ball or a ravens wing, it wasn’t a secret
technique or an ancient text. It was the courage to be wild,
to live wild, to keep the hand of the wild always touching,
always afflicting. In fact for many, it wasn’t a choice. Like
lightning in the blood , the wild gives the freedom to see
past the ordinary, to live past the common waters, and move
down into the haunted well, a blessed place to reside.

In the bringing up and the hauling up, the self separates
from the phantom in the black mirror and smoke brings the
blessings of an afterlife. What is channeling? It is a touch
of the wild, it is a touch of the divine where no thoughts
live or are born, where only deep memory comes in waves.
What is wild? In one way, wild is a primitive rustic force,
an earth force, a deep uninhabited essence. But… it is also
contact with the Other realms and beings. Archetypes can
help us understand the wild. Long ago there where spirit
walkers, people who could see into other worlds. Today
most of them have disappeared because of the traps and
chains of modern society that forces misuse, gifts lay wasted
and shamed. In my heart I believe that seers have a purpose,
now more than ever.
It is not just a seers work to see into the future or to see
into one persons life, as a healer might work in that way.
A seers work is to see what others cannot see, or will not
see, to bring back those visions, and to heal the people with
them. A seer does not work for one individual but for many.
This has always been the job of the village crone or forest
hermit, beyond layered potions, hot pulped leaves and

Living wild is nothing to acquire, it is no material possession,
or instruction. It costs no money. It is you, wandering the
forest edges, with only the clothes on your back. But it is a
devotion to the wild ways and wanderings that makes all of
the difference. A devotion to wonder, solitude, mystery and
observation. A devotion to the natural landscapes and the
old tales. That’s what you need to cultivate the wild within.
It is no easy way, but a way it remains.
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When we try on the cloaks from a forgotten time, we are
changed. When we become the fires that give the brightness,
we are indebted to our ancestors. When we at last can touch
the rain without deep tears or shame, we become wild, we
become story. May the Mystic inspire us all.

- Alder Tree -

Queen of the Dark River
Alnus rubra, red alder, I have been magically enchanted
in your circle of trees, your valleys of forest ravine and
fern, and love spending time within your green light.
Our local red alder, such a common tree is she, has
deep medicine and magic in plain sight. This tree is one
of my companions on the old path
and her lessons span many years in
the teaching. May you be inspired
to look to her for her many gifts,
rather than take for granted this
sorceress of the lowland forests
and water ways.

passed through an alder copse, that he would never
be seen again. An old creepy rhyme that captures this
superstition of being trapped in the alder wood goes:
I caught the fitful sound, Wafted o’er sullen moss
and craggy mound, Unfruitful solitudes, that seem to
upbraid, The sun in heaven! But
now to form a shade, For thee,
green alders have together wound,
Their foliage. – Sonnet to Duddon,
William Wordsworth. Alder
stands and moors have long been
associated with spirits of the dead.
From Mecklenburg Germany comes
the saying ‘He is with his beloved
God in the Alder break’. Alder trees
were thought to protect the water
spirits, in particular the ‘white fairy
horse’. Alder was a guard to rivers
and streams. This tree was held
sacred in parts of Ireland, and it
was believed that to cut an alder
tree down would bring a house
fire to the unlucky person who
committed the act. In Derbyshire,
the cones of the alder tree, known
as ‘black knobs’, have been used
in well-dressing ceremonies. This
is part of the old earth ways in
which certain wells were honored
and decorated each year. It makes
sense to include the decorative
pretty little alder cones, such a water loving tree is she.

Alder is a water loving tree, similar
to willow and cottonwood- I
suppose they are all friends. She
often grows near creeksides and
rivers, prefers wet soil, but also
will colonize on land that has
been disturbed and she is ever
present in the lowland forests.
Alder is a nitrogen fixer, helping
to heal the scarred land visited by
machines and erosion by bringing
fertility to the soil. You can see
the nitrogen fixing nodules on
alder roots. Alder is in the birch
family Betulaceae and the genus
Alnus includes around 30 species.
Apparently the largest sized
species is our local red alder A.
rubra and the European black alder, A. glutinosa. The
names Alder and genus Alnus are believed to have
root meaning in old Germanic words for red and rust.
When alder bark is cut, within 30 minutes or a few
hours of being exposed to oxygen it turns a bright
orange red. Older trees turn a deep rust red. Other
alder species do this as well as our local alder, giving
rise to the superstition that it is unlucky to cut alder, as
it will bleed. Our local red alder also boasts stunning
magenta catkins in the spring, and from afar the trees
turn into a rosy haze, bringing out the red qualities
even more than just the bark. Some etymologists
believe the root word was al for water, based on their
preference to grow in damp habitats. Other old names
for alder are Owler, Aller, Eller or Else. They were
known as Ellerkonge or Elf King in Danish. The white
and grey mottled bark of alder reminds me of owl
wings or moon shadows. In fact, alder trees and owls
are often found in the same landscape. Let us look at
the history and lore for the alder tree, red and black.
In Somerset, UK, it was thought that if a traveler

In Scottish folklore, alder groves were known to be
sanctuaries for lovers or outlaws. In Tyrol Austria, lore
tells us that the alder tree was a favorite of sorcerers.
A Tyrolean fairy tale tells of a boy who once climbed a
tree. There he saw a number of sorcerers at the foot
of it who had cut up one of the elderly witches corpse,
boiled it in a caldron and threw the pieces into the air
during a ritual. The boy caught a rib, and held it secret.
When the sorcerers counted the pieces and found one
missing, they replaced it with a piece of alder wood,
and henceforth the dead came back to life, the old
witch transformed into a beautiful young woman. She
told her sisters that she could never be called the ‘alder
wood witch’ or she would die. The next day the boy
happened to run into the young witch, who tried to
use her powers on him. He said her name out loud and
caused her to fall down dead.
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Two Scottish tales relate alder to death and fairies. In
one, a bridegroom disappears and after it was thought

by some, when immersed in water, it has a waterproof
effect. It was use for bridges, water pipes, troughs,
spinning wheels, cart wheels, bowls, spoons and
barrels. Even boats have been made from the European
alder. Buildings and fencing were often made of alder.
Alder has been a dye plant since olden times- three
dyes could be yielded from it, red from its bark, green
from its catkins and brown from its twigs. The bark
had been used in tanning. Our local red alder was
much used in dying baskets. The straight wood was
used as roof poles to support cedar planks in Native
housing. It was also used for food utensils, dishes and
platters, because it did not have any particular flavor
that would affect the food. It was prized for bowls that
held precious fish oils. It was also used to make mallets
with, as it is a dense wood, similar to big leaf maple.
When the red alder leafed out, it marked the time to
pull the red cedar bark for making clothes and baskets.
There are Native stories from our local area that believe
the alder trees were once women. Interestingly, there
are also Celtic creation tales that believed that the first
woman came from an alder tree.

that he was murdered, he appears to his love in a
dream to tell her that he was actually taken by the
fairies. When his tomb was opened, there was a log of
alder wood in it, and his body was never again found.
In a similar tale, a woman was stolen by the fairies
and an alder log was left in her place. In a German
tale, alder tree first appears as a beautiful woman and
seduces men to teach them a lesson, later changing
into a bark covered creature. In a Norse Saga, she is a
wild looking woman called ‘Rough Else’. She enchants
a hero who then goes mad and stays for six months in
the forest, living on green herbs. Then she takes him
to a land where she is Queen and bathes herself in a
magical well and transforms into a beautiful woman. It
was believed that an Elf Queen or the daughter of the
Elf King lived within the alder tree. There are stories
that tell about her presence being noticed even still, by
the alder ‘fence’ stand in Tegernfeld, combing her hair
by the moonlight and rubbing honey from the alder
leaves into her tresses.
Alder rods were used in dowsing, to find water,
along with willow and hazel. Magical oracle flutes
were also made from alder wood. English lore tells
that alder was both protective and oracular. Ancient
fences made from alder wood were used to defend
territories and could have severed heads speared onto
them as a warning to the enemies nearby, at least in
Celtic myth. In an old Irish poem from the thirteenth
century, alder is referred to as the ‘battle-witch wood’.
It was thought to be connected to battles and blood
because it bleeds red when cut. In Greek traditions
and myth, alder was associated with fire, and scared to
Phoroneus, the inventor of the element of fire. In the
Welsh Battle of the Trees, the ancient poem relates an
alder staff belonging to Bran, God of the dead and the
underworld. He brings the dead back to life with his
cauldron.

The Salish Tribes used red alder medicinally in many
ways. The bark was taken as a purgative and emetic,
made into a decoction. Inner bark was also taken
for liver problems, headaches, stomach troubles,
tuberculosis, coughs and as a tonic. Catkins were
chewed for diarrhea and toothache; raw cones were
eaten for dysentery. A wash made from the bark was
used for wounds, scabs, eczema and rashes and a
poultice was made from the bark, applied to sores and
for pains. An interesting use states that the rotten
wood was rubbed on the body for sore muscles. Older
European medicinal uses for alder include using the
bark as a gargle for sore throats and using the leaves
for burns and inflammations. The leaves were known
to be cooling and soothing for the feet of weary
travelers. On the Somerset-Dorset border, in the UK, a
decoction of the ripe cones was taken specifically for
gout. In Scotland, alder was used for fresh wounds and
for ulcers- internal or external use was not specified.
Culpepper in his famous herbal written in 1653
recommends alder for inflammation and burns.

There is an old German custom that involves breaking
four alder branches and throwing them in all different
directions before vacating a house- along those lines,
in the Middle Ages, if one broke an alder stick over
another’s head in court, it was a symbol of the severing
of all family relations. So there is a certain finality
associated with alder wood… In Thuringia Germany,
the alder tree was associated with Walpurgis night,
April 30, because it was said that witches ate the alder
buds during their nighttime flights and that they used
the alder branches to change the weather. There are
superstitions from parts of Germany that believe if a
red haired woman shakes an alder tree, storms will
come. When a woman wanted to wean her child, she
could place a wreath of alder leaves around her chest
and say that a witch stole the milk.
In Ireland, pails and buckets for milking were made
from alder wood, thought to be protective and act to
guard the milk. Though the wood is considered soft
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Alder is one of my favorite medicinal plants- it is
spectacular topically for pain and inflammation. I
use the fresh leaves as a poultice for any sort of bite,
scrap, bruise or cut. I make an infused olive oil with
the May gathered wilted leaves and the fragrance is
overwhelmingly sweet, like a green apple. The oil
is as warming as arnica and I use it for sore muscles
and deep pain. I prefer it above all else for this,
maybe mixed with St. Johns wort oil for nerve pain
specifically. I make an elixir out of the spicy buds and
young twigs, harvested in late February and dried first.
This elixir I use instead of Echinacea. It is alterative,
anti inflammatory and antimicrobial. It can be applied
directly on a tooth for pain. The inner red bark can be

incorporated into alterative and lymphatic formulas, be
sure to dry it thoroughly first, as the tannins can irritate
the GI tract. It can be decocted with other cleansing
plants. I find alder very warming and somewhat drying,
though other herbalists consider it cooling. It has a
wonderful flavor, different than anything else. Some
people think it has a rose or apple like taste, mixed
with spicy notes. I made an alder leaf wine last year,
and it is divine- such a lovely tonic. Many Blessings to
the magical red trees of the swamps, hiding the fairy
woman beneath glowing moonlight bark….

fat. This salve should be a deep green color and smell
heavenly, without any need of essential oils. I use it for
muscle pain, as a lymphatic rub, and a chest rub. It is
all purpose in many ways, being healing and helping
with minor cuts, scraps and pain of all sorts. It is a mild
antimicrobial as well.
Alder ElixirIn late February or early March, harvest the new
twigs and buds of smaller or medium sized alder
trees, careful to selectively ‘prune’, not leaving the
tree imbalanced in any way. The twig bark will be a
shiny dark olive brown and the buds a gorgeous deep
pink- they are dry, sticky and bright green inside. Dry
these for 5 days or so. Cut them into 1-2 inch lengths,
including the buds and put in a mason jar, about
½- 2/3 full, not packed. Cover with brandy, leaving a
few inches on the top. Add honey to top off. Cover
and shake daily for a month. Strain and store in dark
bottle out of the light. I use for it for infections or as an
alterative tonic. Divine. The young twigs and buds can
also be thoroughly dried to use in decoctions for the
same. The flavor really comes through in both alcohol
and water.

Addison, Josephine, Treasury of Tree Lore, 1999,
Baker, Margaret, Discovering the Folklore of Plants,
2008 , Hageneder, Fred, The Meaning of Trees, 2005,
Hatfield, Gabrielle, Hatfields Herbal, 2007 , Bohan,
Heidi, The People of Cascadia, 2009, Levy, MullerEbeling/Ratsch/Dieter Storl, Witchcraft Medicine,
1998, Porteus, Alexander- The Forest in Folklore and
Mythology, 2002(originally published in 1928), Ellen
Evert Hopman, Sacred Tree Medicine, 2008; Moerman,
Daniel, Native American Medicinal Plants, 2009
Magic Tree SalveUse equal parts: alder leaf infused olive oil, Douglas
fir tip infused fat/oil, and white pine bark infused fat/
oil. Harden with beeswax, about 1 oz. per cup of oil/

-Up Coming Classes & OfferingsSpring Herbal Medicine Workshop Series - A Benefit for the
Herbal Free Clinic

Herbcraft Techniques- Summer Series
Join a small group of people in an 8 week herbal education
series. Held every week on a small farm in Shelton, each
class will be 2 hours long and go over a different technique
or topic with hands on experience. Handouts which include
instruction and recipes will be provided. Fun homework
assignments that involve building a recipe book and
practicing what we learned in class will be given weekly.
Topics include: Making country wine, making fruit and herbal
syrups, smoking blends and incense, herbal baths, making
an herbal first aid kit, summer forest plant walk, growing an
herbal garden and local medicinal trees.

Saturdays 2-4pm
April 5th: “Spring Medicine Making” with Sean Croke
April 12th: “Wild Spring Greens” with Elise Krohn
April 19th: “Colds, Flus, and Spring Immune Support” with
Renee Davis
April 26th: “Spring, The Uprising...” with Joyce Netishen
(held at The Olympia Free Herbal Clinic, Security Building
203 4th ave, Suite 401)

Taught by Corinne Boyer. Class is on Friday nights, from
6:00- 8:00, held in Shelton, about 25-30 minutes north of
Olympia. Class begins July 11 and goes through August 29.
Limited to 8 people.

May 3rd: “Growing Medicinal Herbs in the Pacific NorthWest”
with Ingrid Abbot and Claire Ethier (held in the garden at
Fertile Ground Guesthouse 311 9th Ave SE, Olympia)
Cost: $20 per Workshop or $75 for all five. Scholarships
available. For more information or to register contact:
info@dandelionseedcollective.org
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The cost of each class is $30, for a total of $240 for the eight
weeks. This does not include materials. A $30 deposit is
required to register for the classes, which will go toward the
series. The remainder is due on the first class. Please email
me to register at Corinne@opalsapothecary.com

Interpreting Folk Magic

Simple Elements of Ancient Healing Practice

Magic is at the heart of healing, at the heart of medicine- it
is representative of the gifts of the plants. The numinous
nature of magic weaves within our lives and becomes a
shimmering light that cannot be seen but felt at different
undetermined points. The infusion of magic and nature
creates a soft and nurturing cloth that opens the doorways
into this world and shrouds the paths leaving it. Ever
mysterious, magic affects us all, whether we are aware of its
presence or not. Magic is as old as the hills. As far back as we
can go into the past, magic and magical use can be inferred.
What is magic? And how was the practice of folk magic used
in rustic healing work? What can we learn from it? We all
have a sense of what magic is- stop for a moment and think
about it. This is one of those words that inherently resists
definition. By trying to define it, it shifts into something else.

many natural objects were used in this way. The word
‘Amulet’ comes from the latin amuletum, having roots in
meaning either to ‘cast aside’ and/or ‘to carry’. The word
was used for the first time in Pliny’s Natural History. Amulets
were not always worn on the body, but sometimes were
fixed above windows, doors, thresholds or chimneys. They
could also be hung in barns or on carriages. Amulet magic is
second nature. In a simple sense, carrying a certain physical
article on our person is something that starts to happen
almost unintentionally as a child. The examples of specific
plant amulets throughout folklore abound. Some of these
are preventative, some are therapeutic. In Warwickshire,
UK, it was believed that a child wearing a cross made
from the white pith of elder Sambucus nigra would never
have whooping cough. The hips from the dogrose Rosa
canina were also used as amulets, strung on a necklace to
prevent whooping cough. They were worn against piles
(hemorrhoids) and rheumatism. Wearing a nutmeg Myristica
fragrens around the neck was a claimed cure for ‘fluttering’
of the heart. In Suffolk, carrying an amulet made with two
hazelnuts Corylus avellana was said to prevent toothache.
For fevers, carrying birch catkins Betula spp. or Solomons
seal Polygonatum multiflorum was used. Mistletoe Viscum
album was hung in the home was an amulet charm for
fertility. Fennel Foeniculum vulgar was used in children’s
amulets for protection from the evil eye, with a specific
medieval Jewish protective amulet using a sprig of fennel
over which certain incantations were recited, then was
wrapped up in silk along with wheat and coins and encased
in wax. Valerian root Valeriana officinalis was sewn into
children’s clothes for protection against dark witches. If
St.Johns wort Hypericum perforatum was found accidentally
rather than sought out, an amulet could be made from it
against the protection of witchcraft. A ‘spring of rue’ Ruta
graveolens is an old amulet with Greek origins, hung around
the neck, used against the evil eye. Betony Stachys offcinalis
was used as an amulet against nightmares and bad dreams,
by hanging a circlet around the neck before going to bed at
night.

Our attempt to wield magic is represented by the long
relationship and learning experience of all our ancestors,
no matter what culture we came from, no matter what
lands were considered homeland, no matter what spiritual
practices our lineage engaged in, no matter what. People of
all lands have had a relationship with magic at some point
in history and many still do. I think that this relationship,
between people and magic, is what defines magical practice.
This interaction with magic represents our most creative
work. Once we as modern thinkers open our minds to the
endless possibility of working with magical practices to
assist with many situations beyond and including physical
maladies, we can truly see the value of these practices in
human culture. There is a value in asserting the human will
onto the cosmic and unknown forces of the universe, be
it played out in a dramatic performance ritual or a simple
uttering over a bundled charm or green leaf.
Patterns of Magical Practice- Methodology-The basic patterns
of magical practice have not fundamentally changed for
thousands of years, they only adapt to modern needs. These
methods are the bones of magical practice and illuminate
a structure of fragmented belief systems from times long
ago. This article looks specifically at certain folk practices
used in healing that are commonly found in plant lore. Most
of the examples come from the UK and Northern European
folklore gathered and compiled during the Victorian era.
This methodology can been seen, in my opinion, as part of
an inherent human experience within the realms of magic
and healing. I give plants as examples, as these are the
most interesting to me. The ways of plants and magic are
endlessly intriguing and hidden wisdom abounds in the place
of imagination and intention. Let us be open to the wisdom
that comes from these inspirations.
Amulet Magic- Using amulet magic is simply ascribing certain
protective powers to an object, more or less worked in a
ritual, and wearing or hanging that object to instill those
magical powers upon a given situation. This could be called
a talisman as well. Plants, stones, wood, metal- historically,
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Incantation Magic- The concept of using the power of
chanting in a certain tone with certain words is no doubt
as old as the belief in magic itself. Incantation or invocation
can be thought of as the same. Words are powerful and old
charms that involve plant healings often involve reciting
certain words and using rhymes, specifically. Poetry has
the power to conjure. The ordering of certain words or
phrases has long been one of the most primitive and
powerful forms of magic. Divine words, or words that come
from being connected to otherworlds in a trance like state
lend themselves to magical practice. Some examples from
folklore including plants follow. A Scottish love charm for
Ivy, Hedera helix can be spoken while also wearing Ivy leaves
next to the heart: “Ivy, Ivy, I love you, In my bosom I put
you, The first young man who speaks to me, My future

husband he shall be.” Creeping under a blackberry briar
Rubus spp. was also supposed to cure whooping cough,
especially if done nine times. A rhyme of sorts could be
repeated to enhance the cure: ‘Under the briar and over the
briar, I wish to leave the chin cough here.’ A yarrow Achilliea
millefolium love divination: On May eve, a girl should pick
nine yarrow leaves and speak the following: ‘Yarrow for
yarrow, if yarrow you be By this time tomorrow My true
love to see The colour of his hair The clothes he does wear
The first words he will speak When he comes to court me”
The leaves then can be put under her pillow, for she will
dream of her true love on that night. In Gypsy lore, if one
can find a willow twig Salix spp. grown into a knot, it acts as
a potent love charm. It was thought that these were tied by
the fairies. The knot must be taken by a man and put into his
mouth, saying: I eat thy luck, I drink thy luck; Give me that
luck of thine, Then thou shalt be mine.’ A Somerset charm
for a snake bite includes placing ash leaves Fraxinus excelsior
on the bite while reciting these simple words: Ashing tree,
Ashing tree, take this bite away from me.

imitative magic. Though we may think of this as an example
of the Doctrine of Signatures, which it is, we can remember
that this thinking is much older than the Doctrine itself,
which was brought to the world of medicine in the fifteenth
century by Paracelsus, a famous physician and mystic. An
Irish superstition of tying a dock seed head to a woman’s
left arm to keep her from being barren or unable to conceive
is an example of using imitative magic for fertility- the seed
head represents fruitfulness. Using evergreens to symbolize
immortality because of their ability to remain green all year
is another simple example of imitative magic. Hanging hazel
catkins Corylus avellana around the hearth during lambing
time was thought to protect newborn lambs, as the catkins
themselves resembled lambs tails. As with amulet magic,
imitative magic is symbolic and representative of the issue at
hand. Utilizing this concept in magical cures is a natural and
intuitive association.
To conclude, my inspiration here is to educate about some
universal and simple aspects of folk healing often shrouded
in mystery. We can still feel the old ways of magic lingering
like a wisp of shadow on the well worn trail of folk medicine.
Folk magic has been largely replaced by science, public
health and education (all good things to a degree) in the
past 150 years. That really is a small gap of time that our
ancestors have slowly cast away an enchanted world. While
I am not trying to romanticize folk magic, I do think that in
our modern and science based culture it is a missing part of
our imbalance. No doubt folk magic is still being practiced by
healers today in some parts of the world. For all of the ways
that we use plants to treat symptoms in an allopathic sense
, may we step back and remember an older line of thinking
and intuiting. For all of the physical medicine that we apply,
may we also remember the potency of plants in the spirit
world. Working with nature powers and the belief that
everything had a soul/energy (animism) was once widespread
and prevalent in every culture, if we go back far enough. We
may resonate deeply with this concept, but to practice it in
our own lives is something different. In one perspective, our
science based culture has been linked by many to the fall of
magic in daily life, even to the retreat of the magical beings
that are so prevalent in our myths and legends. Indeed
the belief in the powers of nature spirits helped shape the
course of healing practice over eons. As useful and helpful
as science is, and I do love to apply scientific thinking to
many projects in my life, it is the belief in magic and natures
unseen powers that keeps me ever inspired, healthy and
joyful, keeps me in that place of wonder. May it be also
a blessing and inspiration to you, aspiring healers, ever
learning healers and healers long set in your ways.

Transference Magic- Transference magic or healing comes
from the idea that a disease or ailment can be ‘transferred’ to
a plant, animal or object byway of magic ritual and intention.
Sometimes an ailment can be transferred to a body of water
or to the earth itself. This is an age old practice in magical
healing techniques. Transferring the disease or imbalance as
I like to call it, can be part of a specific ritual in order to pass
on the energy of that imbalance. Trees are often involved in
examples from folklore. An example of transference magic
is a charm from Suffolk for getting rid of a toothache. If the
person suffering cut a slit in a birch tree Betula spp. and
placed his own hair cut from behind his ear into the slit,
he could rid of the toothache by transference. As the hair
disappeared while the tree healed, it was believed that the
toothache would vanish. In France, the simple act of tying
a red ribbon to an aspen Populus spp. tree was a way to
transfer a fever to the tree. Some examples recommend
walking away from the tree in complete silence, without
looking back, or the charm would be broken. A transference
charm for the pine tree, Pinus spp. for a toothache involves
taking two pine splinters, pushing them into the gum
surrounding the tooth in pain(!) and then burying them on
the north side of a dogwood tree Cornus spp. The pain is
transferred to the pine splinters and buried to rot away. By
transferring illness into a tree, the soil, a burning fire or even
into creeks and streams (as with unmentioned examples), we
can see that this act of magic is a powerful assertion onto
the natural world. The act of giving harmful energy back
to the earth’s elements in some form, sends it back to the
mysterious forces from which it came.
Imitative Magic- Imitative magic (sometimes called
sympathetic magic) is generally based on the ‘like affects
like’ philosophy, with the premise that a powerful effect
may be produced by imitation. An example is using a dead
snake in a charm to cure snakebite. Other simple examples
include using the color red in a charm to stop a nosebleed
or using tooth shaped objects, such as corn kernels to treat
toothache. We see imitative magic in many examples of
creating charms in folk magic. Using dandelion Taraxacum
officinalis to help with a woman’s milk production because
the plant exudes a milky white sap is a general example of

References: D.C. Watts, Elsevier’s Dictionary of Plant Lore,
2007; Gabrielle Hatfield, Encyclopedia of Folk Medicine,
2004; Josephine Addison, The Illustrated Plant Lore, 1985;
Margaret Baker, Discovering the Folklore of Plants, 1969;
C.J.S Thompson, Magic and Healing, 1989; Frederick Thomas
Elworthy, The Evil Eye, 1986, first published in 1895; MagicIts Rites and History, Maurice Bouisson, 1960, Charles
Godfrey Leland, Gypsy Sorcery and Fortune Telling, 1995,
first published in 1891, Richard Kieckhefer, Magic in the
Middle Ages, 1989.
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Ethical Plant Relations:
A Question of Intent

Let me get right to the point, as I am limited in space.
I want to call your attention to a growing trend in
modern Western herbal medicine- the popularization
of rare low dose power plants. Though I actually
consider myself on the fringe of the Western herbal
scene, I do my best to pay attention. As a teacher and
an herbal educator, this trend greatly concerns me, for
a number of reasons. When I see well known (or not so
well known) herbalists setting an unsustainable trend
in the harvesting and/or popularization of certain rare
and precious botanicals, I get really irritated. There
is absolutely no need for this- we have so many other
plants to focus on. To have ghost pipe, Monotropa
uniflora for example, as a personal ally is wonderful.
Same as coral root, Coralloriza. To use it in small
amounts when it is really indicated personally or in a
private practice is understandable. Plant education is
a good thing, but when it popularizes the use of rare
plants, I think it should be stopped in its tracks. To
blog, mass educate about its use and/or sell the tincture
is the line that I draw with these rare plants. I know
that people use these plants because they work, but
educating the general public about their medicinal
uses or selling them seems very unethical to me. Some
rare plants that may seem abundant here are not
elsewhere, and by popularizing them, they are at risk of
diminishing or being used completely out of context.

age comes the ability to spread information like
wildfire, for better or worse. There seems to be a
tendency in modern Western herbalism to use a plant
for something a few times and make big assumptions
about it, in particular for emotional or spiritual based
issues. One blog post and hundreds of people take
that information as truth, when in reality it is only a
tiny aspect of the investigative process that takes many
years or even a lifetime to compile. Technology allows
people to spread information about plants that is not
accurate or can be easily misunderstood and taken
the wrong way. A one way interface is certainly not a
traditional way to teach about sacred or rare plants.
I do realize that people are excited to share their
profound spiritual and physical experiences with others
and ‘spread the knowledge’. My point here is not about
sequestering knowledge, it is about being intentional
and responsible with it. Leave the rare and low
dose botanicals to practitioners or go on a personal
journey with them yourself, but please don’t make
them popular! And if you are using these plants, ask
yourself if there are any other reasonable plant based
alternatives.
In one way, I see the deep desire that people have
to be in sacred space with the plant world and it is
an awesome thing. People, including myself, want to
reclaim a huge gap of knowledge and integrate the
diverse spectrum of plant medicine into our lives. I
am not trying to criticize the many trail blazers in the
herbal world, nor point fingers. However, it must be
noticed and I am the irresponsible one if I don’t share
my thoughts with you, many readers and plant lovers.
Let us not exploit the rare plants for our own interests,
whatever they may be, even if the intention is to share
our experiences and
knowledge. Plants
heal and remain
incredibly rooted,
through so much
human suffering.
They always have.
They deserve our
protection and
awareness. And
mostly, our ethical
intent and long term
responsibly. Thank
you for reading this.

Ultimately as well as being unsustainable for the long
term harvesting impact of the plant itself, popularizing
low dose power plants also feeds into an illusion.
The illusion being that if you partake in this precious
sacrament, that you are somehow cooler, more
experienced and more spiritual in your work with the
plants- at least to some people outside of the herbal
world, looking in. To beginners on the herbal path, this
can be an appealing
way to attempt to
find a connection.
By educating about
these plants or by
selling them, many
beginners have access
to plants that should
be used by folks with
years of experience.
I am not necessarily
talking about safety
here, though that is
an issue as well. With
the technological
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SHELTON DANCE CENTER

A BIG THANK YOU

JOY MADISON

to the personal sponsors that
helped support and print this issue:

1221 SHELTON SPRINGS ROAD
SHELTON, WA 98584
360-426-7681

Brian & Autumn Omdahl
Joan Therese Seivert
Greta & Steve Hansen Maurer

If you, or someone you know, is interested in being part of the Shelton Dance Center
Simply call and leave your full name, mailing address, phone number, as well as, your
Student’s name and age. A registration/information form will be sent to you during the
summer months. If you have other questions, please do not hesitate to call - Joy

Would you like to be a personal sponsor or place an ad in
The Gathering Basket?
A black and white business card sized ad costs $30. Every ad placed results in the creation of 70 copies that are distributed
for free to the public. You can also be a personal sponsor, without placing an add. If you are interested, please email me at
Corinne@opalsapothecary.com

This newsletter will be offered four times per year, look for the next Gathering Basket at the Summer Solstice.
Thank you sponsors for your support your contributions helps pay for the cost of printing, keeping the newsletter free for the public.
All illustrations are copyright free or hand drawn by Corinne.
Computer and Graphic layout by Claude Mahmood -

Printed by Minuteman Press

All written information in this newsletter falls under the copyright law.
If you wish to reproduce it in any way, please contact Corinne via email Corinne@OpalsApothecary.com.
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